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Page 1

1.1 Jackal is sleeping on a futon
when he is woken up by Vinny.

VINNY
Yo, Jack! So, are you in or what?

Caption: (Jackal appears dazed and
confused)

1.2 Jackal gets up and looks at
Vinny sleepily.

JACKAL
Yeah, I’m in, Vinny. I need the
money.

VINNY
Alright, then grab your hat and
let’s start makin’ some tracks,
then.

1.3 Jackal grabs his hat and puts
on his track jacket.

JACKAL
So where is this thing gonna be?

1.4 Jackal looks at Vinny and asks
a question.

VINNY
United Bank at the corner of
Lawson; it’s Sanburgh’s largest
bank. If we strong-arm ’em they’ll
crumble.

1.5 Jackal is still getting
dressed.

Caption: (Vinny looks confident).

JACKAL
Just the two of us? You think we
can handle this?

VINNY
That’s where you come in. I’m
the brain and you’re the brawn,
remember?

1.6 Jackal nods. Caption: "This is the only way
to keep the lights on, and food
on my table... What I do to stay
alive..."

JACKAL
Yeah, the brawn...
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Page 2

2.1 Cuts to Jackal sitting in a
car with Vinny.

VINNY
So to get, in we gotta learn
the layout of the bank. Are you
followin’ me?

JACKAL
Yeah...

2.2 Vinny explains the plan while
he is driving.

VINNY
Luckily, I got a connect with a
guy who used to work there. The
main stash is behind the offices.

JACKAL
So we need to bust through.

VINNY
Ya, that’s all you, Jack.

2.3 Jackal looks forward as Vinny
continues to explain the plan.

VINNY
All you do is break the wall and
take the cash, while I hold up the
front.

JACKAL
I think I can handle that,
Vinny...

2.4 Vinny is ecstatic that
Jackal is on board with the
bank heist. Jackal appears
indifferent.

Caption: "I knew what I was
getting myself into here, and I
knew the risks."

VINNY
That’s what I like to hear, Jack!
See, you’re the secret weapon,
man! A powerhouse!
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2.5 Jackal says nothing in the
fourth panel and looks out the
window in the fifth.

Caption: "But, why dwell on the
risk?"

JACKAL
As long as we get the cash and go,
and no bloodshed...

Caption: The two characters
continue driving as Jackal keeps
staring out the window.
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Page 3 Cut to the Lowe City Police Department. A busy Lucca is
working behind an office desk when her boss, Captain Daniel
Phifer drops more papers on her desk. The actual first
panel shows Lucca anxiously filing reports.

3.1 Lucca is filing shoplifting
cases when she is interrupted
by Phifer.

PHIFER
O’Donnell! Those shoplifting
reports should have been finished
hours ago! We’re behind on our
monthly report!

3.2 Lucca is fumbling papers. LUCCA
I’m sorry, Captain Phifer! I’ve
been mixing up some of the names
for--

3.3 Phifer interrupts Lucca. PHIFER
No excuses, O’Donnell! By four
o’clock this afternoon!

3.4 Phifer continues to scold
Lucca. Lucca salutes
halfheartedly in response to
Officer Phifer.

PHIFER
Do we have an understanding!?

LUCCA
Yes, sir...
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Page 4 Phifer leaves Lucca’s desk and she lets out a huge sigh and
continues filing and occasionally typing.

4.1 Lucca starts thinking to
herself.

Caption: "How did I get here? An
honor roll student, head of
my debate team and a model
citizen..."

4.2 Lucca continues thinking,
while putting the materials
in a filing cabinet.

Caption: "How did I only land a
desk job? After years of studying
and planning. Just to have my boss
scold me over some dead trees."

4.3 Lucca sits at her desk and
stares at her nameplate.

Caption: "All I want to do was
help people. That’s what cops do,
right? So why am I sitting at a
desk managing papers? Who am I
helping?"

4.4 Lucca picks up several
reports showing a widespread
shoplifting of lighters all
having similar perpetrators.

Caption: "What’s this!? Why
are all these reports on stolen
lighters!? And all of the IDs seem
to match up! This has to be the
same guy!"

4.5 Lucca begins to get up from
her desk.

Caption: "But what kind of petty
thief only steals lighters? And
what kind of potential arsonist
only uses lighters? I need to show
this to the captain!"

LUCCA
And the bank robberies that
happened last year! They have to
be connected!
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Page 4 Phifer leaves Lucca’s desk and she lets out a huge sigh and
continues filing and occasionally typing.

4.6 Lucca leaves her desk running,
holding the files on the
lighter thief, heading to the
captain’s office.

Caption: Lucca barges in on
Captain Phifer apparently reading
a newspaper.

LUCCA
Captain Phifer! You need to look
at these reports! I might be on to
something big!

PHIFER
They’re shoplifting cases, just
file them away...

4.7 Lucca persists. LUCCA
But look at all of these IDs!
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Page 5 Lucca tries to convince Cpt. Phifer to pursue the case.

5.1 Lucca points to a picture of
the perpetrator in one of the
surveillance photos.

LUCCA
White male, medium height, dark
brown hair and a distinctive
yellow and black track
jacket! This is definitely the
same perp in all of these thefts!

5.2 Phifer is not amused. Caption: None

PHIFER
Your point?

LUCCA
Now, think back to that rash of
bank heists back five months ago!
These shoplifting cases happened
only days before the large chain
of bank heists!

5.3 Caption over news report. Caption: Lucca:"In every case, the
bank robber’s M.O. was burning a
hole into the safe with a lighter
found at the crime scene!"

5.4 More captions over reports. Caption: Lucca:"Every..."

5.5 More CAPTIONS. Caption: Lucca: "Single..."

5.6 MORE CAPTIONS. Caption: Lucca: "Case!"
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Page 6 Lucca crosses her arms confidently. As she boldly requests
becoming the leading investigator in the link between
the lighter thief and the mass amount of bank robberies
involving fires.

6.1 Phifer is dubious. PHIFER
You’re making a very wild claim
here, O’Donnell. You’re saying
that a petty thief is behind the
city’s largest chain of robberies
in the past thirty years.

6.2 Lucca nods and crosses her
arms.

LUCCA
Yes, sir. And I think I can get
to the bo--

6.3 Phifer interrupts Lucca again
and buzzes up two police
officers.

PHIFER
No offense, but I need to send
this to a real officer to handle
it. Hayes! Vega! Report to my
office.

6.4 Lucca is slightly frustrated
by the captain sending two
other officers to investigate
her case.

Caption: "Hmph! A real officer..."

PHIFER
I got a records clerk here trying
to crack the bank heists that went
on last winter.

6.5 Detectives Zachary Hayes and
Marlon Vega finally shuffle
into the Captain’s office.

HAYES
You needed us Phifer?

PHIFER
Yes, I want you and Vega to look
into this lighter thief for me.

6.6 The two detectives are
surprised.

VEGA
Why!? What’s so important about
this petty thief that requires
investigation?

LUCCA
He might be the missing link we’ve
been looking for between the two
cases!

Jamal Jones
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Page 6 Lucca crosses her arms confidently. As she boldly requests
becoming the leading investigator in the link between
the lighter thief and the mass amount of bank robberies
involving fires.

6.7 Phifer shows Hayes and Vega
the reports.

PHIFER
It’s like what O’Donnell told
me, all of the robberies were
supposedly linked to a distinct
M.O.
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Page 7 Hayes and Vega get their orders to investigate the case.
Leaving Lucca to go back to her desk.

7.1 HAYES
The hole in the wall and the
recovered lighters?

PHIFER
Exactly. The clerk here says it
might be linked to the lighter
thief.

7.2 Hayes and Vega are about
to leave when Lucca goes to
Phifer’s desk.

LUCCA
Wait, what!? What about me? I made
the connection!

PHIFER
Yes, but you’re a desk clerk,
O’Donnell, you are not authorized
to investigate any sort of crime!

7.3 Phifer sends a disgruntled
Lucca back to her desk.

Caption: None

LUCCA
But, captain--

PHIFER
I honestly do NOT have the time to
bicker with you about this! Head
back to you desk, NOW!

7.4 Lucca heads back to her desk
angrily.

Caption: "I can’t believe I
got written out of my own case.
Absolutely ridiculous!"

LUCCA
Yes, sir...

VEGA
Thanks for the tip, girl scout.

7.5 Lucca returns to her desk
disappointed.

Caption: "I know I have something
that can help more than any cop in
the department. But is it time,
yet? I can’t just keep letting
these kinds of cases go."
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Page 7 Hayes and Vega get their orders to investigate the case.
Leaving Lucca to go back to her desk.

7.6 Shows Hayes and Vega still in
the office with the captain.

Caption: Lucca: "Especially, when
I could do a better job than any
of these other slacking officers
combined..."

7.7 Lucca looks back down at her
desk.

Caption: "There will be a time
for this, but I just have to wait
for it. I just have to wait a
little longer. It will surely come
around, if I wait..."

LUCCA
Sigh... there will be a time for
it Lucca, just hang in there...
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Page 8 Vinny and Jackal pull up at the bank’s entrance. Vinny is
handing Jackal a bandana and a dark hooded sweatshirt to
wear instead of his jacket.

8.1 Vinny is talking while Jackal
keeps staring forward.

Caption: None

VINNY
Here it is Jack, United Bank. You
ready to roll out?

8.2 Jackal is looking forward
still, as he changes his
jacket.

JACKAL
If "rolling out" means another
paycheck, then I’m ready.

8.3 Vinny tells Jackal the plan. VINNY
So we’re going with the original
plan. You head straight to the
back and break the safe. I’ll
stick up the tellers and chumps in
the front, heroes get a bullet to
the skull. Deal?

8.4 Jackal nods calmly. Caption: "It’s like I said, I
can’t weigh the risks..."

JACKAL
No bullets to the skull.

8.5 Vinny grabs his pistol and
both men open their doors,
wearing the bandanas and
hoodies.

VINNY
Whatever, we’re rollin’ out.

8.6 They both climb out the car,
Vinny holding a machinegun
and Jackal holding the duffel
bag where they will put in the
money.

JACKAL
Let’s do this.
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Page 9 Cut to the interior of the bank. Jackal and Vinny break in
and start sticking up the bank.

9.1 The inside of the bank is
peaceful and it appears that
business is slow.

9.2 Right outside the doors, Vinny
tells Jackal to burn the door
down. He lights a match for
Jackal to create the fireball.

VINNY
You’re up, Jack. Leave a dent in
there.

JACKAL
Got it.

9.3 The match is tossed in front
of Jackal, the match is in
focus, Jackal is out of focus.

VINNY
Let ’em have it then!

9.4 From inside the bank, the
giant ball of fire breaks
the front door and soars all
the way to the back wall. The
customers and the tellers are
in complete shock.
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Page 10 Jackal and Vinny climb in with Jackal making a dash for the
safe and Vinny holding his weapon.

10.1 VINNY
Everybody on the ground! This is a
stick-up! Nobody moves. And nobody
plays the hero! Got me?

10.2 The back teller appears
shocked as she keeps her hands
up. Vinny instructs Jackal to
head into the back and break
the safe.

BANK TELLER
Please! Don’t shoot us! We’ll give
you anything you need!

VINNY
Finally, some courtesy! Jackal!
Hurry up and break that safe!

10.3 Jackal is standing in front of
the bank’s safe. Vinny can be
heard from the next room.

Caption: "So this is it. My next
paycheck."

VINNY
Jack! We ain’t got time like that!
Hurry it up!

10.4 Jackal lights a match and
tosses it into the air.

Caption: "Well, let’s get this
over with..."

JACKAL
With pleasure...

10.5 Jackal then swings his arm in
a diagonal chop and creates
a gigantic blade. This blade
cuts the door clean in half.

10.6 After breaking down the door
he steps in and starts taking
money.

VINNY
Come on, Jack! Go!

JACKAL
I’m moving as fast as I can Vin!
It’s a lot of money!
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Page 11 Vinny is still at the front of the bank when one of the
tellers sounds the alarm. Vinny, on impulse, shoots two
of the tellers and when Jackal comes back out to the front
they start to argue.

11.1 Vinny is nervously holding
a handgun, while he has a
shotgun slung on his back. He
appears twitchy and tense.

VINNY
No sudden movements! Absolutely no
sudden movements!

11.2 Shown from under a table, one
of the bank tellers sounds the
alarm.

Caption: "Something didn’t seem
right out there, I could hear it
in Vinny’s voice."

11.3 The alarm rings and Vinny
becomes infuriated. And loads
the pistol.

VINNY
HEY! I said no sudden movements!

11.4 Jackal is still inside the
safe when he hears three
gunshots and hysterical
screaming.

Caption: "And that’s when the
heist went south..."

JACKAL
No... No, he didn’t...

11.5 Jackal runs back out to the
front of the bank where he
sees what he feared. Three
people were shot.

JACKAL
What the hell is wrong with you,
Vin!? Now we’re in deep!

VINNY
Chill man! I just winged ’em,
nobody’s dyin’ here!
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Page 12 Jackal grabs Vinny by the collar and pins him against a
wall.

12.1 Vinny appears shocked and
drops the gun.

12.2 Jackal slams Vinny against the
wall.

JACKAL
I told you before! The last thing
I want is to have someone’s blood
on my hands!

VINNY
The more important thing right now
is gettin’ out of here. The cops
are gonna be on the scene soon!

12.3 Jackal stares at Vinny while
still holding him on the wall.

Caption: "I didn’t have much
choice in the matter. Vinny was
right..."

12.4 Jackal looks back at the
hostages and the front desk.

Caption: "We had to run. We had
to run because of that temper of
his. We had to run because that
temper of his would get us locked
up for years."

12.5 Jackal and Vinny dash out of
the bank frantically.

Caption: "But the heist didn’t end
here."
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Page 13 The 43rd Police Precinct (Lucca’s precinct) receives the
alarm from the United Bank. Captain Phifer dispatches a
series of police cruisers to pursue Jackal and Vinny. Lucca
manages to convince Phifer to go with one of the officers.

13.1 Captain Phifer is ordering
dispatches from his desk.

PHIFER
I need five cruiser units to head
for United Bank near Lawson!
A fire and a robbery has been
reported!

13.2 Lucca’s eyes widen. Caption: "This could be my big
chance! Don’t screw this up,
now!"

LUCCA
It must be the lighter thief
again! Captain! Let me pursue him!

13.3 Phifer and Lucca argue. PHIFER
For Christ’s sake O’Donnell!
You’re a records clerk! This does
NOT concern you!

LUCCA
Please Captain! Give me this one
chance! I have an ability that
could be a true asset.

13.4 Phifer lets out a sigh and
assigns her.

LUCCA
Pleeea--

PHIFER
Fine. Fine. I don’t have time
for this. Unit-345 standby in
the station. I’m sending Clerk
O’Donnell your way!

13.5 Lucca grins as she gets
assigned.

Caption: This is it! My big chance
to show them what I can do!

PHIFER
You’ve got one shot to investigate
O’Donnell. If this blows up in my
face, it’s on your head.
LUCCA
Yes, sir! I won’t let you down!
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Page 13 The 43rd Police Precinct (Lucca’s precinct) receives the
alarm from the United Bank. Captain Phifer dispatches a
series of police cruisers to pursue Jackal and Vinny. Lucca
manages to convince Phifer to go with one of the officers.

13.6 Lucca is sitting in the back
of a cruiser with two other
police officers.

Caption: Look out lighter thief,
Lucca O’Donnell is ready to dish
out some real justice!
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Page 14 Jackal and Vinny are pinned down in front of the bank by
two squad cars that arrived early. Vinny is shooting while
Jackal is holding on to the money.

14.1 Vinny is trying to hold off
the officers while Jackal
holds the money.

VINNY
Eh, Jack! Anytime you wanna start
helpin’ me, I’d greatly appreciate
it!

JACKAL
You got us into this! You get us
out! You should of held it down
out there!

14.2 Vinny and Jackal continue to
argue.

VINNY
If you didn’t take so long we
wouldn’t be in this mess anyway!
How ’bout that!

JACKAL
Look, look, I’m done pointing
fingers, how are we gonna get out
of this?

14.3 Vinny tries to think of a
solution.

VINNY
You got one of those zippos?

JACKAL
Yeah, I have two left.

14.4 Jackal takes the lighter out
and Vinny explains the plan.

VINNY
Throw it over the car, grab it,
and try to make it into a grenade
launcher. One shot should do.

JACKAL
Sounds rough, and what’ll you be
doing?

14.5 Jackal prepares the lighter. VINNY
Coverin’ you.

JACKAL
Got it.
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Page 15 Vinny readies the lighter and throws it over the car, to
start their escape plan.

15.1 Vinny tosses the lighter up
while Jackal prepares to grab
and manipulate it.

VINNY
Get ready, Jack!

15.2 Jackal leaps into the air and
starts manipulating the fire
in the lighter.

JACKAL
You better clear out or you’re
fried pork!

15.3 Jackal fully assembles the
grenade launcher made from
fire and points it at the
three police cars.

15.4 Jackal then fires the
grenade launcher at the
police cruisers causing
a large explosion. Some
of the officers in the
explosion manage to escape
the wreckage in time to call
for reinforcements.

JACKAL
Take this!
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Page 16 The two characters (Jackal and Vinny) dash past the scorched
cars and get into their getaway vehicle. One of the
officers manages to catch the license plate of the vehicle
and sends a signal about it back to the precinct.

16.1 Jackal and Vinny are running
towards the car.

JACKAL
Hurry up, man! We don’t have a lot
of time!

VINNY
Alright! Alright! There’s the car!
Hop in!

16.2 The two get in the car and
Vinny starts the engine while
Jackal sits quietly. A police
officer broadcasts a warning
over a megaphone.

POLICE OFFICER
Don’t go anywhere, we have you
surrounded!

JACKAL
Punch it!

16.3 Their car rushes past a police
cruiser and heads down the
street.

16.4 Jackal looks out the side of
the car and spots the squad
cars

16.5 Jackal then looks at Vinny and
tells him that they need to
lose the police cars by any
means possible.

JACKAL
Hey uh, Vin. We need to lose the
cops. Got any ideas?

16.6 Vinny glares at Jackal and
yells at him.

VINNY
Ease off, man! Besides punchin’
it, I’m fresh out!

JACKAL
Dammit!

16.7 Jackal looks outside again and
gets back into the car.

16.8 Jackal looks back at Vinny
and explains his plan, while
taking out his last lighter.

JACKAL
This is what I have. We make the
most of this one.
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Page 17 The police officers are in close pursuit of Jackal and
Vinny. Lucca is in the backseat of one of the squad cars.
She recognizes Jackal when he sticks his head out.

17.1 The officer driving feeds
information about the license
plate to the captain while
Lucca looks anxious.

OFFICER
We have a small vehicle license
plate MU9-134 heading eastbound on
Bay Street.

17.2 Lucca recognizes Jackal’s face
and points him out.

LUCCA
Huh!?

17.3 Jackal looks back at her. LUCCA
That’s him! That’s the lighter
thief! Stay on him, guys!

17.4 The officers try to calm Lucca
down, but she is already too
excited to care.

OFFICER
O’Donnell, relax! We are tailing
him now!

LUCCA
Keep it steady...

17.5 Lucca opens the car window
and steps out. The officer
driving the car is confused
and angry, but she seems to
ignore what he’s saying.

DRIVING OFFICER
O’Donnell! Get back inside the
car!

17.6 Lucca jumps out the side of
the car and starts channeling
electricity before she hits
the ground.

LUCCA
Leave it to me guys trust me!

DRIVING OFFICER
How does she!? O’Donnell! You are
way out of line! Get back here!

17.7 Lucca darts out of the vehicle
and dashes towards the getaway
car with lightning surrounding
her.

Caption: Now’s my chance to show
them what I can do!

LUCCA
Just watch me!
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Page 18 Lucca leaps through traffic and finally catches up with
Jackal’s getaway car. She manages to handcuff Vinny and
magnetize him to a street pole.

18.1 Lucca dashes through traffic
to reach Jackal and Vinny.

LUCCA
Here goes nothing!

18.2 Jackal and Vinny spot Lucca
running next to their car
on the driver’s side. Vinny
looks surprised.

VINNY
What!? What the-- Who the hell are
you!?

18.3 Lucca grabs Vinny and grabs
some handcuffs she stole from
one of the officers.

LUCCA
The law!

18.4 She throws Vinny out of the
getaway car while generating
electricity around his body so
that he attaches to a pole.

LUCCA
Out you go!

VINNY
AUUGGHHH!!!

18.5 Vinny attaches to a nearby
street sign. He appears
frustrated and angry.

18.6 While running next to the car
Lucca tries to arrest Jackal
as he quickly moves into the
driver’s seat.

LUCCA
Any last words before I arrest
you, lighter thief?

18.7 Jackal quickly makes another
grenade launcher out of
flames. Lucca appears
surprised as she continues
to run.

JACKAL
Split.
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Page 19 The blast from the grenade launcher sends Lucca flying and
gives Jackal the opportunity to escape.

19.1 Jackal shots the grenade
launcher dangerously close
to the car and causes the side
of the car to set fire.

LUCCA
BWAH!

19.2 Lucca flies into a newsstand
on a street corner and crashes
into a pile of magazines.

LUCCA
OWWW!

19.3 She is shown in the pile,
dazed and confused.

Caption: Well, I tried to get our
man. At least the cops are still
tailing him.

19.4 She starts grinning when
she realizes that she knows
why Jackal steals so many
lighters. While the newsstand
owner yells at her, she
ignores him.

LUCCA
Well done, Lucca. Well done...
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Page 20 Jackal is still being chased by the police he tries to think
of a way out of the situation while holding on to the money.

20.1 Jackal looks back at the squad
cars while his now ablaze
getaway car starts veering
out of control.

JACKAL
They’re still behind me, and I’m
almost out of road!

20.2 Jackal starts to contemplate
his options while driving with
the money in a duffel bag.

Caption: There has to be a way
out. There’s always a way out!
But, what can I do here!?

20.3 Jackal spots the Baron Square
Statue and get an idea.

Caption: The statue at Baron
Square! That’s it! I can stage a
car crash and escape the wreckage
through the explosion!

20.4 Jackal pushes the gas pedal
and starts to accelerate the
car towards the statue.

Caption: This is a really stupid
idea! I mean REALLY stupid! Why am
I even trying this!?

JACKAL
Just keep it together. It’ll work.
It’ll work...

20.5 The police order Jackal to
stop the car as they see him
approaching the statue at full
speed.

POLICE OFFICER
Slow your car down now! Slow it
down or we will shoot!

20.6 Jackal grins behind the wheel
and pushes the gas pedal
harder. While setting the rest
of the car aflame.

JACKAL
Then shoot.
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Page 21 The car launches off of a sloped portion of the fountain
where the statue stands. In the second panel, it crashes
into the statue and explodes.

21.1 A wide angle shot showing
Jackal launching off of the
ramp and the police in close
pursuit behind him. However,
they are still on the ground.

JACKAL
Alright, let’s try this.

21.2 The car explodes on the side
of the statue and completely
shatters it. Shrapnel is
tossed everywhere and police
officers shield their eyes.
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Page 22 Amongst the wreckage, Jackal sends himself flying while
being coated in flames. He is holding onto a car door for
cover. He crash-lands in front of a homeless person with
the duffel bag in hand.

22.1 Jackal is falling out of the
sky, holding on to the car
door and the duffel bag over
his shoulder.

Caption: Yeah. A really stupid
idea. A car sure does go THIS far
after an explosion. Nice.

22.2 He starts thinking about his
encounter with Lucca.

Caption: Who was that lady cop
chasing me? She was tossing
lightning everywhere. How was
she doing that?

22.3 While falling in an alleyway.
Jackal continues thinking
about his encounter with
Lucca.

Caption: There has to be some sort
of explanation. Something. No,
there IS an explanation to her
little light show!

22.4 Jackal crashes into the
alleyway with the flaming car
door from the perspective of
the homeless man watching.

Caption: I’m sure she’s just as
normal as any other hu--

JACKAL
URGH!

22.5 Jackal gets up and dusts
himself off. He starts
reaching for his duffel
bag; the homeless man slowly
approach him.

HOMELESS MAN
Hey buddy, you alright?

22.6 Jackal hands the man a portion
of the money. The man looks
surprised and shocked.

JACKAL
Fifteen grand says you didn’t see
anything.

22.7 The man grabs the money and
rushes off.

HOMELESS MAN
I saw nothing.

JACKAL
Thanks.

22.8 Jackal puts the bag down and
takes his hat off out of pure
exhaustion.

JACKAL
Ugh. Finally. Done.


